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Abstract: The steadily falling costs of genome sequencing, coupled with the growing number of genetic tests with proven clinical validity, have made the use of genetic testing more common in clinical practice. This development has necessitated nongeneticist physicians, especially primary care physicians, to become more responsible for assessing genetic risks for their patients. Providing undergraduate medical students a solid foundation in genomic medicine, therefore, has become all the more important to ensure the readiness of future physicians in applying genomic medicine to their patient care. In order to further enhance the effectiveness of instructing practical skills in medical genetics, the emphasis of active learning modules in genetics curriculum at medical schools has increased in recent years. This is because of the general acceptance of a better efficacy of active learner-centered pedagogy over passive lecturer-centered pedagogy. However, an objective standard to evaluate students’ skill levels in genomic medicine achieved by active learning is currently missing. Recently, entrustable professional activities (EPAs) in genomic medicine have been proposed as a framework for developing physician competencies in genomic medicine. EPAs in genomic medicine provide a convenient guideline for not only developing genomic medicine curriculum but also assessing students’ competency levels in practicing genomic medicine. In this review, the efficacy of different types of active learning modules reported for medical genetics curricula is discussed using EPAs in genomic medicine as a common evaluation standard for modules’ learning outcomes. The utility of the EPAs in genomic medicine for designing active learning modules in undergraduate medical genetics curricula is also discussed.
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Introduction
Recent advancements in medical genetics and genomic medicine have resulted in a significant expansion of their application in day-to-day clinical practice. Accordingly, genetic conditions recognized and treated in present-day clinics are no longer limited to rare monogenic diseases. The translational application of genomic medicine to a wide range of pathogenic conditions has also been significantly accelerated in part by the rapidly decreasing costs of sequencing technologies. Therefore, the need for health professionals to have competence in medical genetics will only intensify in the future. In addition, public interest toward genetic/genomic testing and personalized medicine is steadily rising owing to direct-to-consumer genetic testing, a situation that will require physicians to be prepared to adequately answer patients’ inquiries regarding genomic medicine.1,2 Currently, the demand for genetic services is growing, and...
physicians without formal training in medical genetics are more likely to be placed in the position of evaluating patients with genetic conditions because of the shortage of medical geneticist physicians and genetic counselors.3–5

Among these nongeneticist physicians, especially primary care physicians hold an important position in managing patients with genetic conditions; therefore, providing educational opportunities in genetics to primary care physicians is crucial.6,7 Indeed, it is becoming more common for primary care physicians to order or refer patients for cancer susceptibility testing.8 In addition, as the number of genetic conditions covered by state-mandated newborn screening programs is increasing, more and more primary care physicians will face difficulties in managing lifelong genetic conditions such as cystic fibrosis detected by newborn screening.9 Specialist physicians are equally in need of possessing knowledge and skills for identifying and managing genetic conditions relevant to their fields; for example, oncology and cardiology are at the forefront of applying genomic medicine-based diagnosis and treatments to patients.10,11

Despite the need for nongeneticist physicians to have literacy and basic skills in genetic/genomic medicine, the physician’s readiness reported in literature consistently indicates that the majority of practicing physicians do not feel well prepared for applying genomic information to their patient care.12,13 Reflecting this trend, there have been reports of negative impact on patient care due to the use of genetic testing by nongeneticist physicians.14–16 The reports of underutilization of genetic services by primary care physicians are also noted, suggesting that a lack of familiarity with and perceived barriers to genetic services are hindering primary care physicians from using genetic testing.17,18

In response to the rapidly growing demand for all physicians to have basic skills in genetic/genomic medicines, multiple medical science education organizations have developed competencies in genetic and genomic medicines that practicing physicians should possess. Among them are guidelines for undergraduate medical genetics education. Briefly, these include genetics educational objectives presented by the Association of American Medical Colleges’ Medical School Objective Project (AAMC MSOP; Contemporary Issues in Medicine: Genetics Education) in 2004,19 genetics competencies for medical school education proposed as part of AAMC-Howard Hughes Medical Institute (HHMI) Scientific Foundations for Future Physicians in 2009,20 and a detailed list of medical genetics competencies for Medical School Core Curriculum in Genetics developed by the Association of Professors of Human and Medical Genetics (APHMG) in 2013.21 The main goal of these publications has been to promote the development of curricula in medical genetics that focus on competencies rather than mere acquisition of knowledge.22 For example, the APHMG classified the list of genetics competencies into six categories in medical practice: patient care, medical knowledge, practice-based learning and improvement, professionalism, interpersonal and communication skills, and system-based practice, which are based on the residency program competencies set forth by the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME).

Following these developments, a new framework for physician education in genomic medicine based on “entrustable professional activities” (EPAs) has been proposed by the Inter-Society Coordinating Committee for Physician Education in Genomics (ISCC) consisting of National Institutes of Health (NIH) agencies and professional medical societies.23,24 EPAs are “units of professional practice, defined as tasks or responsibilities to be entrusted to the unsupervised execution by a trainee once he or she has attained sufficient specific competence” and allow supervisors to assess their trainees in daily clinical practice.25 Using this developing concept, five EPAs in genomic medicine have been developed by the ISCC: 1) family history; 2) genomic testing; 3) treatment based on genomic results; 4) somatic genomics; and 5) microbial genomics.23,24 The genomic medicine skills enlisted in each of these five EPAs are further subcategorized into eight competencies (Table 1).23 These competencies are based on the six core competencies identified by ACGME and the two new competencies recently added by the AAMC.26 The EPAs in genomic medicine and their embedded competencies are designed to be used as a flexible template for developing genomic medicine training programs tailored to the needs of individual medical specialties23 and, therefore, provide an excellent guide for developing undergraduate medical genetics courses.

The eight competencies of EPAs in genomic medicine are composed of well-defined genomic medicine skills specific to each EPA. For example, the “patient care” competency of the “family history” EPA includes “assemble family history” and “recognize patterns of Mendelian inheritance and calculate simple Mendelian risks.” In contrast, the “patient care” competency of the genomic testing EPA includes “discuss the indications for genomic testing” and “order, interpret, and communicate the results of appropriate genomic tests.”23 Using the EPAs in genomic medicine as a guide, genetics course materials of active learning modalities can be designed to provide well-focused training to select genomic medicine
competencies suited for each developmental stage of medical students. In addition, these EPAs provide a dependable standard for evaluating the efficacy of genetics curriculum when used to assess learning outcomes of the students.

In recent years, medical genetics educators across the nation have been integrating more clinical materials into their medical genetics curriculum. In order to increase student’s learning efficiency in the clinical application of knowledge, medical genetics curricula are following the trend of increasing the use of active learning modalities. Although there is a large body of literature reporting the use of active learning modalities in medical genetics curricula, an absence of common assessment tools makes it challenging to compare the learning outcomes of these active learning courses. As outlined earlier, the EPAs in genomic medicine would provide not only a useful guideline for designing learning objectives for active learning modules but also an objective standard for assessing learning outcomes of the participating students. An EPA-based assessment would provide well-defined measurement of student’s skill level in genomic medicine and proficiency in caring for patients with genetic conditions.

In this review, as an attempt to use the EPAs in genomic medicine as a common tool for outcome assessment, recent illustrative literature on active learning courses in undergraduate medical genetics curricula is reviewed through the lens of EPAs. Of note, three EPAs in genomic medicine, family history, genomic testing, and patient treatment based on genomic results, are mainly discussed because of the nature of instructional materials in undergraduate medical genetics courses.

**Types of active learning modalities for genomic medicine: applications and outcome assessments**

Simulations are becoming one of the core instruction modalities in medical education since they provide training toward achieving clinical competencies. The means for simulation-based exercises are diverse, ranging from highly technical applications involving a programmable simulator mannequin or computer-based virtual reality to nontechnical applications using methods such as a situation-based role-playing, standardized patients, or case-based, problem-based learning. Because simulation exercises are based on active learning involving student’s participation, it has been reported that the retention of the acquired knowledge by simulation exercises is better than traditional didactic teaching, leading to their widespread adoption as mainstream pedagogical methods in medical school curricula. Because of the enhanced learning efficacy of active learning pedagogy, the emphasis of learner-centered instruction in medical genetics curricula is also increasing. The main challenge we are currently facing is how to measure the effectiveness of an active learning genetics curriculum for achieving practical genomic medicine skills. Below, the recently published illustrative examples of learner-centered/simulation-based medical genetics courses are discussed using the EPAs in genomic medicine described in the “Introduction” section. Summaries of the active learning modalities discussed in the text (their advantages, disadvantages, and efficacies) are provided in Table 2.

**Table 1** Categories of EPAs in genomic medicine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EPA categories</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Family history</td>
<td>Elicit, document, and act on relevant family history pertinent to the patient’s clinical status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genomic testing</td>
<td>Use genomic testing to guide patient management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient treatment based on genomic results</td>
<td>Use genomic information to make treatment decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somatic genomics</td>
<td>Use genomic information to guide the diagnosis and management of cancer and other disorders involving somatic genetic changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microbial genomic information</td>
<td>Use genomic tests that identify microbial contributors to human health and disease as well as genomic tests that guide therapeutics in infectious diseases</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Abbreviation:** EPA, entrustable professional activities.
### Table 2 (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role-playing</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
<th>Efficacies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The activity may lack the sense of a real clinical situation.</td>
<td>• Learning to document relevant family history and conduct genetic risk assessment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• It requires multiple well-trained facilitators to make the learning activity successful.</td>
<td>• Developing interpersonal and communication skills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Understanding the ethical ramifications of genetic test results.</td>
<td>• Understanding the ethical ramifications of genetic test results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Learning the importance of counseling patients with genetic conditions.</td>
<td>• Learning to apply basic genetics concepts to clinical cases.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standardized patients</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Well-trained standardized patients can create an authentic learning atmosphere.</td>
<td>• Hiring enough well-trained standardized patients could be costly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Students can learn to apply their newly acquired knowledge in a safe environment.</td>
<td>Since the standardized patient session is generally one-on-one, it is hard to accommodate a large class size.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The clinical scenario is adjustable.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|                   | Efficacies | |
|                   | • Learning to document relevant family history and conduct genetic risk assessment. | |
|                   | • Developing interpersonal and communication skills. | |
|                   | • Understanding the ethical ramifications of genetic test results. | |
|                   | • Learning firsthand the importance of counseling patients with genetic conditions. | |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computer-based modules</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• There is no physical constraint in designing a virtual scenario, therefore it is highly adjustable to the rapidly advancing genomic medicine.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The learning format affords flexible scheduling and pacing for learners.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• It can target a large number of students with different skill levels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• It is cost effective.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|                   | Efficacies | |
|                   | • Acquiring technical knowledge in genetic testing. | |
|                   | • Recognizing the ethical ramifications of genetic test results. | |
|                   | • Cultivating an attitude for life-long learning. | |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case-based/problem-based learning</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• It can highlight the clinical relevance of basic science in disease diagnosis and patient care.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Designing cases for problem-based learning is highly adjustable.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• It can highly motivate students since the learning process is led by students.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|                   | Efficacies | |
|                   | • Gaining an understanding of the risks, benefits, and limitations of genomic testing in relation to the known pathological conditions. | |
|                   | • Learning to recognize pathogenic sequence variants and their inheritance pattern. | |
|                   | • Learning to recognize that genomic tests require interpretation with respect to the pathogenic condition. | |
|                   | • Understanding the ethical ramifications of genetic test results | |
|                   | • Cultivating an attitude for life-long learning | |

### Table 2 (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case-based/problem-based learning</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Learning to apply basic genetics concepts to clinical cases.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Acquisition of technical knowledge in genetic testing.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Learning to document relevant family history and recognize patterns of Mendelian inheritance.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cultivating an attitude for life-long learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Personal genomic testing and cadaver genomic testing

#### Personal genomic testing

**Advantages**
- The use of personal genomic information motivates students to learn.
- Practical skills to use genomic testing in patient care are obtained through in depth hands-on learning.
- An extensive array of knowledge for practicing genomic medicine can be obtained.

**Disadvantages**
- Positive test results and sequence variants of unknown significance can cause psychologically adverse effects on students.
- Positive test results can cause family issues.
- Hands-on instruction is labor intensive on instructors and not applicable for a large class size.
- Genomic testing is expensive.

**Efficacies**
- Gaining an in-depth understanding of the risks, benefits, and limitations of genomic testing.
- Learning to recognize pathogenic sequence variants and their inheritance pattern.
- Increasing confidence in the ability to advise patients on genomic test results.
- Gaining an in-depth understanding of genomic medicine concepts.
- Cultivating empathy towards patients with genetic conditions.
- Understanding the ethical ramifications of genetic test results.
- Cultivating an attitude for life-long learning.

#### Cadaver Genomic Testing

**Advantages**
- There is no concern for psychologically adverse effects on participating students.
- Students are motivated to learn because of their invested work in cadaver dissection.
- Students gain an experience in clinical reasoning of genomic testing results in relation to the pathological findings of the cadaver.

**Disadvantages**
- There could be potential ethical issues such as postmortem disclosure of genetic information.
- DNA sample preparation from cadaver for sequencing can be technically challenging.
- Genomic testing is expensive.

**Efficacies**
- Gaining an understanding of the risks, benefits, and limitations of genomic testing in relation to the known pathological conditions.
- Learning to recognize pathogenic sequence variants and their inheritance pattern.
- Learning to recognize that genomic tests require interpretation with respect to the pathogenic condition.
- Understanding the ethical ramifications of genetic test results.
- Cultivating an attitude for life-long learning.

---

Table 2 (Continued)
Role-playing

Role-playing has been used as an effective method for training personnel in many different disciplines including medical students. Role-playing simulates a scenario-based environment allowing students to gain new perspectives from reflection on the scenario and also to learn to apply their newly acquired knowledge and skills to a simulated situation. This learning method is cost-effective and highly learner centered because, by design, students are placed in simulated environments and perform problem-solving activities. Role-playing is highly effective in training students to develop interpersonal and communication skills across different disciplines. Because of these attributes, role-playing has been applied to provide exercises to medical students to gain genetic counseling skills.

In a small-size pilot study (N=15–17) conducted at the University of Alabama at Birmingham, first-year medical student volunteers were asked to play the role of a counselee in Mendelian disease vignette-based mock sessions conducted by genetic counselors. The following three genetic conditions were used for the mock sessions: hereditary breast and ovarian cancer syndrome, fragile X syndrome, and autosomal recessive retinitis pigmentosa. This supplemental session was run in parallel with the mandatory medical genetics course. A comparable number of nonparticipating students were used as a control group to assess the outcome of the supplemental session. By administering a self-reported questionnaire before and after the role-playing sessions, the authors reported that the participating students gained an improved understanding of genetic testing, the importance of referrals for genetic counseling, the impact of genetic test results on patient’s emotional and practical health care, and the role of genetic counselors in patient management. These subjects overlap with the important genomic medicine skills listed in the family history and genomic testing EPAs, including patient care, knowledge for practice, system-based practice, interpersonal and communication skills, and interprofessional collaborations competencies, therefore providing an effective learning experience for students to gain confidence in a wide range of skills required for the application of genetic information to practice. In the vignette-based counseling scenario, students learned to assemble family history, recognize patterns of Mendelian inheritance and estimate disease risks, choose appropriate genetic testing, interpret the test results, and discuss the test results with patients. In addition, the students in this course played the role of patients who are cared for by nonphysician health professionals (a genetic counselor), which offered an excellent opportunity to gain an appreciation for interprofessional patient care and develop professionalism in handling genetic cases through interprofessional collaboration. Although some participating students commented that the counseling session did not seem real, it appeared that by adjusting the scenarios and also the style of facilitators, the session could run more realistically. Owing to the small sample size, a quantitative analysis of the role-playing sessions was not performed in this study.

In a significantly large-scale study (N=2,326) conducted at the Third Military Medical University in Chongqing, China, the effectiveness of role-playing on gaining genetic counseling skills was assessed for third-year medical students. These students participated in a genetic counseling program offered as an integral part of the medical genetics course. The goal of this program was to help students learn to apply their knowledge in genetics to clinical problems, develop communication skills, and further promote their interest in genetics. The participating students were divided into small self-study groups and assigned a Mendelian disease clinical vignette; the roles of both counselor and counselee were played by students in the presence of a tutor. To assess the effectiveness of the role-playing session, students’ attitudes toward the course and the mastery of 42 key genetics concepts in performing genetic counseling were evaluated using self-reported posttraining survey questionnaires (taken by ~300 randomly selected students) and pre- and postsession written examinations (taken by 200 randomly selected students), respectively. The survey results indicated that the program was well received, and ~80% of students agreed that role-playing helped them to 1) understand about genetic counseling; 2) master the knowledge of medical genetics by self-study; and 3) improve their communication skills. These results suggest that, as the University of Alabama study did, role-playing is an effective training method for students to obtain the core competencies of the family history and genomic testing EPAs, which are critical for genetic counseling.

As the authors pointed out, the lack of students’ evaluation based on their role-playing performance limits this study’s outcome measurement to the acquisition of knowledge measured by test scores. Although performance-based assessment is technically challenging, doing so would significantly support the learning outcome and efficacy of role-playing as an active learning method in medical genetics. The authors of this study also noted the amount of effort required to train the teaching faculty; all 20 tutors recruited for the role-playing sessions underwent a significant amount of training and evaluation to become qualified, indicating the importance
of a faculty development program in providing authentic and effective learning environments for role-playing sessions.

**Standardized patients**

The use of standardized patients (SPs) is a widely applied active learning method in health professionals’ education.\(^45\)\(^{-47}\) Although the basic premise of a hypothetical clinical scenario is shared with role-playing, well-trained standardized patients can make the encounter more realistic.\(^41\) Literature detailing the use of standardized patients for medical genetics curriculum is scarce; however, there is one report providing a detailed documentation of the use of SPs for undergraduate medical genetics education.\(^48\)

This study was conducted at the Mount Sinai School of Medicine using cohorts of third-year medical students (a total of 136) who were partaking in the internal medicine clerkship. The goal of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of an SP program in increasing medical students’ competence in assessing genetic risks and communicating genetic test results and its ramifications to patients.\(^48\) Students had two encounters with an SP portraying a woman in her 30s with a family history of breast cancer. In the first counseling session, students were expected to obtain the relevant family history, draw a three-generation pedigree, interpret the patient’s risk, and counsel the patient for genetic testing. In the second session with the same SP several weeks later, students were instructed to communicate the positive genetic test result of a BRCA1 mutation and discuss its ramifications for the patient and her family.\(^48\) To conduct successful counseling sessions in this scenario, students needed to collect relevant family history and evaluate cancer risks, communicate the ramifications of the family history, discuss the indication for genetic testing and make recommendations, and interpret and explain the test result to the patient. These tasks embody the genomic medicine competencies listed in the patient care, knowledge for practice, interpersonal and communication skills, and professionalism of the family history and genomic testing EPAs.\(^23\)

In this study, students were evaluated in four ways: 1) Likert-scale self-assessments (1–5) measuring students’ confidence levels in performing genetic counseling skills; 2) the SP’s assessment of students’ communication skills during the counseling session; 3) assessment of video-recorded students’ counseling performance by a trained observer; and 4) grading of pedigrees drawn by students using an eight-question knowledge test. The self-assessment scores were used to measure students’ improvements in the confidence toward genetic counseling by comparing between SP program-participating and nonparticipating (control) students and also by longitudinally comparing within the participating students before and after the sessions.\(^48\) Compared to the control students, students who participated in the SP program reported significantly higher confident scores in skills such as drawing a three-generation pedigree, assessing genetic risks for cancer based on family history, and communicating the genetic risk to a patient. In addition, longitudinally, students’ confidence in assessing and communicating genetic risks increased significantly after the second counseling session.\(^48\) These observations indicate that the use of an SP is effective for students to obtain competence in genetic counseling. Similar to the reports for role-playing discussed earlier, an evaluation of students’ improvement in their skill levels after the SP encounter was not conducted in this study. Activity-based assessment would be extremely valuable to tangibly measure the effect of an SP program on the student’s mastery of genomic medicine skill sets.

Comparing role-playing and SP programs, the former is more flexible in format, allowing students to experience different roles (eg, physician, genetic counselor, and patient), and therefore, it could provide learning experiences in the interprofessional collaboration and development of empathy for patients. An often encountered challenge in role-playing is to generate an authentic atmosphere.\(^43\) An SP program, however, is more formulated to provide a close-to-real patient encounter for students, thus creating a more authentic learning environment. However, since it requires well-trained actors, it is rather costly to be used regularly. Therefore, combining these two programs, such as using role-playing for training students and SP for the assessment of students’ competency levels, could create a robust genomic medicine active learning course. In a learner-centered medical genetics course designed as such, the EPAs in genomic medicine would provide an effective blueprint to design a program and an objective standard for measuring the mastery of clinical medical genetics skills acquired by students.

**Computer-based modules**

Computer-based instruction could be either software- or Internet-based modules and provides interactive and self-directed learning environment for students. By combining clinical scenarios and digital simulation technologies, these modules can offer virtual clinical situations for learners.\(^30\) In addition, these modules can afford flexible scheduling and pacing for learners and also target a large number of students with different skill levels. Because of these merits,
computer-based instruction can be broadly applied, including being used as a supplement for the core curriculum or as a segment of flipped classroom instruction. Currently, various online-based medical genetics courses, both free and proprietary, are available. For example, the G2C2 website (Genetics/Genomics Competency Center; http://genomic-education.net/) lists educational resources categorized by topics (eg, clinical genetics and genetic counseling) and also indicates applicable genomic medicine competencies for each resource. Several of these online modules have been developed or maintained by publicly funded organizations such as the NIH.

In one report, interactive web-based learning modules funded by the National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) were investigated for their effectiveness in supporting medical students to learn ethical, legal, and social implication (ELSI) issues in medical genetics. This web-based curriculum was developed following genetics core competency guidelines of several professional organizations (eg, American Society of Human Genetics and American Academy of Family Physicians) and aimed at helping learners develop knowledge and competence in genetic testing and counseling as well as encouraging changes in attitudes toward ELSI issues surrounding genetic testing and counseling.

Contents of these online modules were designed to be approachable by the first-year medical students and contained five topics such as pediatric genetics, newborn screening, prenatal genetic testing, breast and ovarian cancer risk assessment, and inheritance of complex disorders (some of these modules are available at www.larasig.com/geneticsactivity). Each learning module consisted of identical pre- and post-multiple-choice examinations, learning objectives, information presented in a text form, patient interview videos (some modules), and intermittent quizzes. A total of 897 medical students ranging from first year to fourth year participated in this study (the number of students who took each module varied from 163 to 596).

The knowledge gain supported by each module was quantified by comparing the pre- and postcompletion test scores. For all five modules, the average test scores showed statistically significant improvements (average scores for five modules combined were 54% correct for pretest and 70% correct for posttest). Changes in the attitude, self-efficacy, and intended behavior related to the ELSI were assessed by self-reported 5-point Likert-scale responses (1= strongly disagree to 5= strongly agree) to the statements relevant to each module. This self-reported assessment was administered after the completion of the module as a form of pre-/postretrospective test. In all five modules, each of these three ELSI categories showed a statistically significant increase.

Similar to the role-playing and SP programs discussed earlier, actions described in these self-reported statements encompass the patient care, knowledge for practice, interpersonal and communication skills, and professionalism competencies defined in the family history and genomic testing EPAs. This study shows the promises of interactive online modules in providing support for students to begin gaining practical skills in performing basic genetic counseling. Online modules, therefore, could be used as a cost-effective introductory training module preceding the performance-based training such as role-playing and SP program. In this manner, students’ knowledge and skills acquired through online learning can be reinforced and evaluated by their physical performance. The outcome assessments obtained from students’ physical performance can be then effectively applied to revise and improve the online modules.

A more recent report describes the creation of a virtual learning environment by linking a virtual cytogenetic laboratory and a virtual patient case for genetic counseling. Medical genetics education curriculum is constantly facing the challenge of keeping up with the rapidly advancing field of genomic medicine. The authors propose that the use of digital simulation technology in a classroom would be a cost-effective way to keep up with the rapid pace of developments in genetic testing technology and its application to clinical practice. The objectives of this study were to assess the effectiveness of the virtual reality learning module to improve 1) understanding of the translation of molecular genetics laboratory analysis to clinical practice; 2) knowledge of medical genetics; 3) intrinsic motivation for learning medical genetics; and 4) self-efficacy for performing medical genetics activities such as genetic counseling.

The learning module was developed by combining a virtual case of a pregnant couple whose fetus had a possible chromosomal abnormality, a virtual laboratory to conduct cytogenetic testing, and virtual genetic counseling of the couple based on the test results. A total of 300 first-year undergraduate students were enrolled, 84% of whom had major in medicine. The study did not contain control group students. Identical pre- and postintervention survey questionnaires (5-point Likert scale) were used to assess the students’ motivation in learning medical genetics and self-efficacy in performing counseling. Multiple-choice examinations were administered to assess improvement in students’ knowledge
in cytogenetics. Since this study did not assess student learning outcomes based on competency, it is hard to evaluate the results in the framework of the EPAs in genomic medicine and competencies. However, the fact that 78% of the enrolled students reported that they felt more confident in counseling a patient after the session indicates that the virtual simulation exercise was effective to provide training in genetic counseling skills that are part of the competencies of the family history and genomic testing EPAs. In addition, ~90% of students found conducting cytogenetic examination in the virtual laboratory helped them to better understand medical genetics. In fact, the multiple-choice examination scores for the cytogenetics knowledge showed a significant improvement after the virtual simulation session, showing that the students' self-assessment accurately reflected a quantifiable gain in ability. The authors also noted that the self-motivation and self-efficacy were improved by the session, indicating that the virtual simulation experience would cultivate the attribute for lifelong learning of genomic medicine.

Virtual simulation allows the merging of physically separated environments into one scenario and shows robust promise to be a highly effective modality to train medical students in a wide range of medical genetics competencies. To evaluate outcomes of the online-learning modules in a real-life setting, role-playing or standardized patients could be used in conjunction with the EPAs in genomic medicine to provide a reliable standard for assessing students' competence levels in clinical genetics.

Case-based/problem-based learning

Problem-based or case-based learning is self-directed by students to solve the clinical mystery of a “real-world” patient case in an informative and peer-supported environment emphasizing teamwork. This learning modality is effective to highlight the relevance of basic science in diagnosis and patient management. At the Emory School of Medicine, this active learning modality was applied to an introductory module in medical genetics to create “virtual diagnostic laboratory” sessions. In these sessions, deidentified patients' genetic test results and laboratory reports from the clinical diagnostic laboratories were used as cases to discuss the application of genetic testing in common genetic disorders, which are most likely encountered by primary care physicians. The sessions were attended by the entire class of first-year medical students (~140), who were divided into groups of 15–16 students. To bring clinical simulation into the classroom discussions, the authors developed four genetic disease scenarios depicting genetic disciplines including biochemical genetics, cytogenetics, molecular genetics, and cancer genetics. In these case discussion sessions, with the guidance of a facilitator, students were in charge of deciphering differential diagnosis of the disease, an appropriate genetic testing strategy, interpretation of the test results based on laboratory reports, risk assessment of the patient's family, and dissemination of the test result. To work on these problems, students were given web resources such as GeneTests and OMIM for self-directed learning.

The objectives of this course were that students would be able to 1) identify relevant and up-to-date information to support genetic testing decisions; 2) propose appropriate testing strategies for simple genetic cases; 3) interpret test results; and 4) communicate the test results to patients. The authors noted that this learning module addressed several of the APHMG medical genetics competencies (published before the genomic medicine EPAs). From the standpoint of assessing the outcomes of active learning modules, however, the genomic medicine EPAs are more convenient to be used as a benchmark to evaluate students' mastery of genomic medicine skills because of their concise organization. In fact, the learning objectives of the virtual diagnostic laboratory sessions are fully concordant with the competencies listed in the patient care, knowledge for practice, interpersonal and communication skills, and personal and professional development competencies of the family history and genomic testing EPAs.

The effects of the case-/problem-based sessions on students' performance improvement were not assessed in this report. Instead, student evaluations were collected from a randomly selected pool of ~25 students; 92% of them agreed or strongly agreed to the educational value of the virtual laboratory sessions, 88% agreed or strongly agreed to the suitability of the teaching format, and 94% agreed or strongly agreed that the teaching materials were useful and made the presentation more effective. Based on the student evaluations, the authors concluded that these sessions successfully underscored the utility of genetics to clinical medicine and were effective for students to learn to apply their knowledge in genetics to clinical cases. Since these sessions were developed as an anchor module of the vertically integrated genetics and genomics curriculum, it would be of great interest to assess the effectiveness of these sessions on students’ performance in their clinical clerkship years.

Personal genomic testing and cadaver genomic testing

The steady increase in the application of whole exome sequencing (WES) and whole genome sequencing (WGS) to
clinical diagnosis is intensifying the need of physicians to have literacies in genomic testing. In addition, public interests in personalized medicine and availability of direct-to-consumer genomic testing are increasing the chance for physicians to be asked by their patients about personalized preventative care. In order to provide the necessary knowledge and practical skills to use genomic testing, incorporation of personal genomic testing has been recently piloted in medical genetics courses. The benefits of using personal genomic testing for instruction include providing students an effective hands-on learning environment and motivating students to learn by offering an opportunity to work on their own genome.

So far two institutions, namely, Stanford School of Medicine and Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai (ISMMS), have reported on the application of personalized genomic testing (PGT) in the form of an elective medical genetics course. Genome-wide single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) array was used by the Stanford course, and WGS was used by the ISMMS course. The course participants included medical students, graduate students, residents, and fellows.

The Stanford study reported the results of 46 participants. The students first took a 2-week in-depth instruction on PGT and then were offered to have their own genomic DNA genotyped by a direct-to-consumer genetic testing company or, instead, use publicly available data sets for a hands-on training in genomic data analysis. The study was designed to assess changes in the attitudes and knowledge about genomics and PGT as measured using surveys and the objective knowledge improvements in genomics and PGT as measured using written examinations. The surveys and written examinations were administered before and after the PGT session for comparison. The obtained data were compared longitudinally within the groups (students who chose personal genotyping – “genotyped” – and students who chose public data base – “nongenotyped”) and also between the two groups to assess the effectiveness of the hands-on genetics session and the use of personal genomic testing. The survey results indicated that the genotyped students gained better understanding of the risks and benefits in using PGT and interpretation of PGT results compared to the nongenotyped students. Although the effect was less, the nongenotyped students still reported that the course increased their knowledge in genetics and their understanding of PGT results, suggesting that hands-on learning of genomics using public database is still effective for students to gain genomics skills. The genotyped students also developed higher levels of empathy toward patients with genetic conditions; 100% of the genotyped students reported that the course helped them to understand the experience of patients who undergo PGT, while only half of the nongenotyped students indicated as such. The objective knowledge assessments by written tests showed that although the pre-session test scores were comparable between the genotyped and nongenotyped groups, the postsession test scores of the genotyped group were significantly higher than those of the nongenotyped group.

It is interesting to note that even though a majority of the students in this study commented that the given opportunity to ask health care professionals for help in interpreting the PGT test results was an important component of this course, few of them actually did (13%) or were planning to ask (13%). In the companion article, it was described that the students felt that they were well equipped to interpret the PGT results; therefore, they rarely utilized genetic counseling service even though it was offered for free. This observation may suggest that to cultivate a receptive attitude toward interprofessional collaboration in genomic testing, further encouragement and structured interprofessional activity built into the course may be necessary.

The Mount Sinai study reported the results of 19 participants. Before the genomic testing session was offered, the participating students took the introductory genomics course, which provided thorough information on PGT. The genomic testing course offered hands-on bioinformatic analysis of raw genomic sequence data, which could be done using student’s personal genome or one in public databases. In the present study, all participating students chose to sequence their own genome; therefore, only longitudinal analysis was reported. In order to assess the impact of using the personal WGS, written examinations and self-reporting questionnaires were administered at the selected time points, such as immediately before and after the course and 6 months after the completion of the course (6 months follow-up). The questions were designed to evaluate 1) technical knowledge and understanding of WGS; 2) attitudes toward personal WGS; 3) perceived utility of personal genome analysis; and 4) psychological impact of personal genomic information (eg, depression, anxiety, and regret). In addition, as part of a 6-month follow-up, in-depth phone interviews were conducted.

The examination scores assessing the technical understanding of WGS significantly improved after the session compared to before the session. Self-reported understanding of WGS assessed by qualitative questionnaires (1–5-point scale) showed the highest average point at the 6-month follow-up, suggesting that students’ self-learning continued after the course. Negative psychological effects were reported.
by two participants, which were caused by a sequence variant associated with schizophrenia and a sequence variant associated with Brugada syndrome. The authors noted that the positive educational outcome of PGT could be eroded if students are distressed by unanticipated test result. The analysis of in-depth 6-month follow-up interviews indicated that the use of personal genome sequence significantly increased motivation for learning genomic analysis and developed more empathy for the patient’s experience. Interestingly, underutilization of genetic counseling service was also observed in the Mount Sinai study, despite the fact that the service was provided for free. At the 6-month follow-up time point, no students reported having discussed their results with a genetic counselor.58

Genomic medicine competencies that can be attained by the application of PGT are extensive. The practical skill training offered in a PGT course encompasses all eight competency categories represented in the EPAs in genomic medicine, namely, family history, genomic testing, and patient treatment based on genomic results.23 To name a few, these include 1) learning to recognize pathogenic sequence variants, their inheritance pattern (both Mendelian and multifactorial), ramification of the test result, ethical issues of genomic testing, self-directed learning, and genomic data-driven treatment options and 2) learning to communicate all the relevant information to the patients. In the two studies discussed earlier, there is no doubt that participants gained significant knowledge and confidence in understanding the benefits and risks of genomic testing and correctly interpreting the test results. However, no consistent assessment tool was used to evaluate the learning outcomes in the context of genomic medicine competency. Indeed, the authors of the Mount Sinai study noted “consensus on what domains of knowledge are necessary for future health care providers and other users of personal genomics, and how best to measure these domains, is lacking.”58 Because of its flexible nature and easy to follow format, the EPAs in genomic medicine could provide the consensus necessary for designing the PGT courses and the standard for measuring the learning outcomes of participating students. Since genomic medicine is a rapidly moving field, computer-based interacting modules such as virtual simulation discussed earlier might be good evaluation tools for testing students’ mastery of genomic medicine skills acquired by the use of PGT.

When PGT is used in the classroom, the possibility of incidental findings and detection of variants of unknown significance always exists, and the obtained genetic information could have a significant impact on the student and members of the student’s family. To circumvent the anticipated negative effects associated with the use of personal genomic data and still maintain students’ self-motivation to learn genomic medicine, the use of cadaver WES has been implemented at Temple University School of Medicine.61,62 In this course, the entire class of first-year medical students (MS1s) (total of 210) was organized into teams of six students and the cadavers to be sequenced were selected based on the cause of death and pathological findings.62 Since students invested significant hours in dissecting the cadavers, it was postulated that a strong incentive existed for students to uncover the genetic basis of the cadaver’s pathogenic conditions.

Because of the large class size, hands-on bioinformatics analysis was not offered to the students. Instead, whole exome sequences of cadaver DNA were obtained using a commercial service. The students were provided with the pre-selected clinically relevant single-nucleotide variants (SNVs; eg, potentially pathogenic variants and pharmacogenomic variants) and were instructed to research these SNVs as a team using the resources such as dbSNP and OMIM. The research results were then presented as a short PowerPoint presentation, which discussed implications of the sequence variants to the cadaver’s pathology.65 Learning outcome assessment for this cadaver exome sequencing course has not been reported yet; however, the course learning objectives include the following: students will be able to “describe the benefits and limitations of integrative genomic analyses for patients with inherited and common diseases” and “use online tools to interpret the clinical significance of genomic data.”62 These objectives are on target with the following genomic medicine competencies listed in the genomic testing EPA: 1) discuss the indications for genomic testing – specifically the benefits, risks, and alternatives (the patient care competency); 2) recognize that genomic tests require interpretation with respect to the patient clinical status (the knowledge for practice competency); and 3) engage in continuing education regarding advances in genomic medicine and changing indications for and interpretation of genomic testing (the personal and professional development competency).23 In addition, the students had opportunities to learn about SNVs affecting drug responses and other phenotypic diversities in populations. This learning experience is applicable to a few of the patient care and knowledge for practice competencies listed in the patient treatment based on genomic results EPA.23 Although the hands-on training for bioinformatic analysis was not provided in the cadaver exome sequencing course, the students had a learning experience in clinical reasoning of SNVs. Because the course was offered to the whole MS1
class with a wide range of educational backgrounds, learning outcomes assessments of the course, when it becomes available, will be highly useful to evaluate the impact of exposing medical students to genomic sequencing as a primer for medical genomics education and its effect for motivating student’s lifelong learning of genomic medicine.

**Concluding remarks**

The advances in genomic medicine have led many medical schools to reevaluate their genetics curriculum. During this process, active learning modalities have become an essential part of the genetics curriculum, with an emphasis placed on the mastery of practical skills in medical genetics and genomics. Designing such a curriculum equipped with effective learning outcome assessment is challenging; hence, guidelines such as the EPAs in genomic medicine could help by providing succinctly defined competencies in medical genetics and genomics, giving a structural framework that both course content and student assessment can be built off of. The majority of published studies on active learning modules for medical genetics use multiple-choice questions for measuring knowledge gain and self-reported surveys for assessing improved skill levels of students. Because the real mastery of skills in genomic medicine was not assessed by activity-based assessment, judging the efficacy of these learning modules in a clinical setting is difficult. Since genetics instruction has become more integrated with clinical curriculum in recent years, we are poised to start investigating the effectiveness of active learning modalities for medical students to gain and retain practical skills in genomic medicine using activity-based assessment. The EPAs in genomic medicine would provide the tools for medical genetics educators to design effective courses and assess the mastery of genomic medicine competencies so that students will be highly functional in the era of genomic medicine.
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